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Visit to Bangladesh – December 2007
Introduction
The disastrous cyclone Sidr that struck South Bangladesh on Thurs 15 Nov resulted in thousands dead and millions
homeless. Immediately, the Muslim Welfare Institute (MWI) & the Ummah Welfare Trust (UWT) launched a joint
emergency appeal and relief work started on the ground. Few weeks on, the MWI decided to send a delegation to
Bangladesh to assess the situation on the ground & also participate in the Qurbaani Programme.
In this edition of UNITY, Moulana Yusuf Patel of the UWT presents an emotional eye-witness account of the visit.

Eid-ul-Adha & Qurbaani in Dhaka
On Thurs 19 Dec. a delegation comprising of Moulana Shafiq of the MWI, Moulana Elyas Desai of Preston & myself left for Bangladesh. We arrived in Dhaka
the following morning, which was also the day of Eid.
We started by visiting Begumpur village, 30 km from
Dhaka where MWI has constructed an orphanage by
the name of Friends of Zayd (R.A.). 20 orphans reside at the complex and are taught Arabic, Bengali,
English and other basic religious and vocational skills.
In neighboring villages, we distributed Qurbaani meat
to those unfortunate people who rarely have the opportunity of consuming meat. Field workers on the
ground had, prior to the distribution, assessed the
needs of the locals and gave each family a voucher
accordingly. This ensured fairness and effective distribution. In total, the UWT-MWI joint Qurbaani project in Bangladesh totaled to 4350 Qurbaanis at a
budget of £97,500. This also included 119 Qurbaanis
on behalf of Human Appeal International (HAI).
From Begumpur, we had to travel on bicycle rickshaws for approximately 5 km as the bridge leading to

the area had collapsed due to the summer floods of
2007.
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Destruction beyond imagination

ing was also arranged with the local scholars to discuss
the needs and priorities of the local people. Close by,
we visited neighboring village of Tafalbari where food
aid and Qurbaani meat was distributed.

The following day, we departed for South Bangladesh,
the cyclone affected region, which was the main purpose of our journey. After a tiresome journey of 5
hours, we arrived at the famous city of Khulna and
The following day, we visited Rajapur in Jalakhathi
rested for the night. As we continued our journey
district. After distributing food packs, we met with a
further south, we started to observe the effects and
number of ministers and local officials. The Chief Reremains of the tidal wave. The further we travelled,
lief Coordinator and Under Secretary of Honour to
the worse it got. For miles and miles, the only rethe Bangladeshi Government, Mahmood Hasan was
mains we saw were uprooted or bent trees, shattered
also present and we discussed the long-term initiatives
homes, and roofless mosques. The destruction we
government agencies and NGOs propose to rebuild
were witnessing was beyond imthe economy.
agination.
‘The relationship between
Abdul Mannan & Saliha
the two sisters is
Interestingly, we noted that the
lose everything
religiosity of the village citizens
beautiful, just like any
also increased as we travelled.
On the same day, we were
two
blood
sisters,
With simplicity clearly visible,
scheduled to visit Mirzaganj
protective and loving.
more women wore the comvillage in Gorkhali district. We
plete Hijab, and modesty was
travel hundreds of kilometers
They play, they laugh,
second to none.
through the jungles and rivers
they run, they fight and
with a bumpy ride as the roads
are severely damaged. The vilthey argue. ‘
lage was 5 km away from the
Tears to our eyes
ocean and words simply cannot
describe the catastrophe. The Mosque had vanished,
The first village we visited to distribute aid was Hajiand all but one home had swept away.
para, in Bagerhat district. The village is 50 km from
the ocean. We distributed food packs and blankets
We distributed relief and listened to the personal acand lay the foundation for a water filter. It was here
counts of the residents. It was here, we met 60 years
we heard the story of Fatima that brought tears to our
old Abdul Mannan and his wife Saliha. Both were unaeyes. She was walking with her child when the tidal
ware of the cyclone until the tidal wave reached their
wave forced them to a tree and the child’s hands stuck
home. There was virtually no chance of them survivto a tree. She started to scream, "Cut my hand and let
ing but the Almighty had decided otherwise. The wame free" but to Fatima’s despair the wave swept the
ter forced them up and they clung to a tree from 9pm
child away with the tree until Fatima could no longer
for a few hours until the water started to retreat back.
hear the cries. Everyone had a story to tell but we had
Their livelihood, fishery items, and 25,000 Takas
to move on.
(£200) worth of vegetation had been destroyed.
Our next visit was to Rajessor village where we distributed Qurbaani to over 500 people and inaugurated
a water filter system. We also laid the foundation for
a mosque that had virtually been swept away. A meet-
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35 burials in one day

tinued to remember the tragedy.

In the same village, we came across a mini graveyard
where 35 martyred corpses had been buried in one
day. This was one of the saddest moments of our visit
and reminded us of our ultimate destiny.

Following on from South Tetul Baria, we visited the
tip of the country Kua Kata and returned to Dhaka
after spending four days in the region.
Widows Complex

The journey and narratives got worse the next day.
We travelled 5 km in a speedboat across river Bishkal
After our return to Dhaka, we visited a unique comfrom Boroytala, to reach the isolated village of South
plex by the name of `Hazrat Ayesha (R.A.) Widows
Tetul Baria. The area was in a total mess and the vilComplex` a MWI project in Dayamir Village on the
lage had been ransacked. Four of the
outskirts of Sylhet. The complex comfive mosques have been destroyed and
prises of 50 houses for widows & their
all the water ponds had been infected.
families surrounded by ponds, farms &
More than 300 homes were destroyed
vegetation for income generation proand up to 30 people were martyred. They bring something grammes. The cost of the project was
Until our arrival, no aid had yet
£85,000 donated by the Muslims of
reached the village, nor were they pre- very special & unique Preston in 2005.
into our lives, the
warned about the cyclone.
barakah & happiness We also participated in a `Group
that comes with them is Weddings Programme` and observed
Helinah Begum loses her child
sewing machine classes in Kishoreganj
unbelievable.
district.
It was here we heard heart-rattling
accounts. Helinah Begum described
the moment when the tidal wave
forced the roof of her shed-house unto
her eight year old child who died in front of her eyes.
Conclusion
Subsequently, her forehead was injured and she
showed us the injury sustained by her hand when tryThe crux of the journey is clear. The cyclone was no
ing to uphold the roof. She tried her utmost best to
ordinary tragedy, nor was it the ‘normal floods’ as
protect and save her child but was unable to do so.
many have assumed. We only understood the extent
of the catastrophe after visiting the region and our
Everyone had a story to tell. Some would describe the
observations were 6 weeks following the cyclone. We
number of people dead in their family or the velocity
had heard in media reports that the water gushed inand ferocity of the wave. Others showed us the localand 200 km at speeds exceeding 250 km per hour but
tion of the mass graves whilst some cried in tears for
failed to understand and comprehend the reality of
being unable to locate corpses. There were those who
this.
tried to take refuge in boats and ships but were
thrown overboard and drowned. The village was in
total ruins. There remained broken homes, infected
lakes, uprooted trees, mass graves, razed mosques,
wrecked boats, traumatized people and broken
hearts. The village was silent in horror as people con-
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The greatest challenge for both the MWI and UWT is
to initiate long-term reconstruction, sanitation, forestation, and income generating projects to rebuild
the economy and alleviate the suffering of the people.

eye –witness account prepared in a very short time)

The people of Bangladesh repeatedly requested our
delegation to pass on special thanks to all brothers &
sisters of the UK for their assistance. No doubt you
will remain in their duas forever. May the Almighty
accept our humble efforts, Ameen.
(Article presented by Moulana Yusuf Patel of the
UWT, the MWI would like to thank Moulana for this
Who To Contact For More Information?
If you are interested in knowing more about adoption, then please contact the adoption
team at Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council on 01254 587833 between 1-3pm and
weekday. For our readers beyond Blackburn, please contact your local adoption team at
your local social services dept. If you want, you can contact (Moulana) Hanif at the Muslim
Welfare Institute on 01254 694015 or 07753 354810 who will be able to provide you with
more information. For prospective adopters in Blackburn, we at the M.W.I. can assist you
throughout the adoption process.
May the Almighty give us all the correct guidance, Ameen
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